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Open/not built upon

Connection to east 
housing areas

The temple

Trees

Unused

More cars/still car park

Poorly planned 
redevelopment

Garbage

Playground for school 
and public

Connecting the 
communities together

Meeting place

Housing

Trees

No shade

Used as car park

Empty

Wall towards school

Separating wall/fence 
(from surrounding)

Architectural Program:

Rooftop playground: Open, different levels. Adapted for different kinds of play and ages. Clear link to 
the school, school children and other children do not need to be separated. Link to public space for 
the women.

Public space for women: serves both practical and social function, e.g. washing place, market, edu-
cational, vegetable garden etc. All these would be differently linked to play.

Residential: Houses towards common yard. The yard should in some extent be linked to/merged with 
the public spaces and the playground. Most space at ground level should be housing.

Educational/profitable: knowledge transfer, partly self-sufficient in (vegetable garden as ex)

Spatial Character:

Interactive: obviously between playing children but also between the women. While watching children, 
conversations erupt, staying because of interest in what other people do, playing together with the 
children or amongst themselves etc.

Flexible: adapted for different ages and different ways to play, which means accommodating spaces 
for climbing, running, doing sports as well as flying kites, building something, imaginary adventure etc. 
Calm in contrast to lively.

Welcoming: A sense of belonging, safe.

User Profile:

Focus target: women (mothers)
non-working/house-wives
their children
the school children (which in a great extent will be the same as the children of the targeted women)
families

Essentially young women and their children. Families in the residential parts.

Individual area of Focus:

Children could become the link for the women to get out in the public space.
A rooftop playground is the solution. It is a common sight to see playing children on the rooftops of 
Dharavi. By putting the public activities on the rooftops, the ground level will be less crowded. Spreading 
the activities in different levels create spaces of different intensity.

The rooftop playground is made for the children but it also gives the women a reason to be in the 
public space. Linking activities for the women to different elements of play will create a more attractive 
space for both the women and the children.

It is important to get the women out in the public space and use it to increase the status of women 
in the society. If they have the same preconditions as the men, they do not need to rely on them for 
housing, income etc. The women can decide for themselves how they want to live and be equal with 
the men. This will decrease the risk of sexual harassment and violence against women.

Site Description (existing):

The Default Site, approximately 1700m2, central location in Dharavi, accessed from street on east side 
and street on west side. This street connects to the communities Papadum Square and Banyan Tree 
Lane. 
Connect to the busy Temple Square to get people to the site.
It is an empty spot, used as a car-park by some. Even though there is a school just next to the site, 
no children are playing there.

There are two objects at the site concerning play: a slide and a structure used for drying clothes 
(might also be for climbing).

SWOT
Strength: the school – used daily by many, effectively brings children if connected

Weaknesses: no shade – why be there, it is hot

Opportunities: playground for school and public – ties communities together, give children a place to 
play, possibility for the women to use public space

Threats: poorly planned redevelopment – densely placed high-rises to accommodate as much people as 
possible while exploiting as much land area as possible
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